
6th homework set, Due May 30

1. (1p.) Determine DpP }Qq

(a) when P and Q are binomial distributions

P pkq �

�
n

k



pkp1� pqn�k, Qpkq �

�
n

k



qkp1� qqn�k, k P t0, . . . , nu. (1)

(b) when P and Q are Poisson distributions

P pkq �
λk

k!
e�λ, Qpkq �

µk

k!
e�µ, k P t0, 1, . . . u. (2)

Hint: You may use that the expected value
°
P pkqk of the binomial or Poisson distribution is known from

probability theory.

2. (2.5p.) Find the (ideal) codelength for encoding the sequence 2221111222 using (i) the coding process assigned
to the class of i.i.d. processes (see page 481 of the lecture notes) and (ii) the coding process assigned to the class
of (first order) Markov sources (see page 485 of the lecture notes). Interpret the result. (Actual codes are not
required, only the codelengths)

3. (2.5p+2.5p) (Universal source coding with fixed length codes of rate R)

(a) Let An � Xn be the union of all type classes TnP with HpP q ¤ R. Show that

1

n
log|An| Ñ R (3)

and that

QnpAnq Ñ 1 (4)

for every distribution Q on X with HpQq   R. More exactly, prove that

QnpAcnq � 2�n�eQpRq�opnq, eQpRq � min
P :HpP q¥R

DpP ||Qq. (5)

Hint: Use the results of Section 2 of the lecture notes.
Remark: For each n take a fixed length n-code Cn as follows. Let ln � rlog |An|s and choose an injective
mapping fn : An Ñ t0u � t0, 1uln . Then let Cn : Xn Ñ t0, 1uln�1 be the code which encodes the
element of An using fn and encode all the other sequences of Xn with the all 1’s sequence of length l� 1.
According to this exercise the code sequence tCn, n � 1, 2, . . . u uses asymptotically R bits per source
symbol, moroever, it is true simultaneously for each Q with HpQq   R that the Qn probability that the
source sequence can not be recovered from its code tends to 0 with exponent eQpRq as nÑ8.

(b) Show that the error exponent eQpRq is best possible for everyQ, i.e., for arbitrary Ãn satisfying (3) above,
always

lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
log QnpÃcnq ¥ �eQpRq. (6)

Hint: Check that for any fixed ε ¡ 0, there is no such that
|Tnp XÃ

c
n|

|Tnp |
¥ 1

2 for each n-type P with HpP q ¡
R� ε if n ¥ no.



4. (3.5p.) (Glimpse into the general theory)

Read the general definition of the KL divergence below!

General definition of
the KL divergence
from wikipedia

The general KL divergence
is also always nonnegative,
and equals 0 iff the
measures P and Q are equal

If P is not absolutely 
continous with respect 
to Q, then the KL 
divergence is defined to 
be infinity

Let E be an exponential family of distributions Pθ, θ � pθ1, . . . , θkq P H on an arbitrary measurable space
pX ,Fq, defined by

dPθ
dµ

pxq � e�Λpθq�
°k
j�1 θjfjpxq, Λpθq � ln

»
e
°k
j�1 θjfjpxqµpdxq,

where f1, ..., fk are given (measurable) functions on pX ,Fq and H � tθ : Λpθq   8u.

Given a sample x � px1, . . . , xnq the MLE is the distribution PML that maximizes the normalized log-
likelihood function lpθq � 1

n � log
±n
i�1

dPθ
dµ pxiq.

(a) Show that lpθq �
°k
j�1 αjθj � Λpθq, where αj � 1

n

°n
i�1 fjpxiq!

(b) Prove that PML equals the reversed I-projection (onto E) of any element P of the linear family L � tP :³
fjpxqP pdxq � αju for which there exists Pθ0 P E with DpP }Pθ0q   8!

Hint: Prove that for P and Pθ0 above, and for all Pθ P E

DpP }Pθq � DpP }Pθ0q �
ķ

j�1

αjθ
0
j � Λpθ0q �

ķ

j�1

αjθj � Λpθq.

(c) Prove that if LX E � H, then PML equals the single element of LX E! You can use without proof that if
P� P LX E then the Pythagorean identity holds, i.e.,

DpP }Pθq � DpP }P�q � DpP�}Pθq, P P L, Pθ P E .

Remark: In the non-discrete case the MLE can exist even if LX E � H.

As you can see, you can get two extra points for the second homework! Have a nice work!


